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October may have closed on a positive note, with the SPX index managing to
record its first two day advance for the month, but this still left the index nursing
a -6.94% loss for its worst performance since September 2011 at the height of
the Eurocrisis. The NDX exceeded this at -8.66%, its largest monthly decline for
the entire bull market, with this correction marking the first time that it has
been at the center of liquidation for a considerable period of time.

Of course completing the month is not the same as completing the correction
and as pleasant as the last two sessions have been to experience they do not by
themselves indicate that the worst is over. All we can say so far is that Monday’s
accelerated drop lower found good support for the SPX just above 2600, and
any subsequent retest should at least struggle to penetrate this level. A breach
would indicate a full test of the February low at 2530 was in order, although we
would use the big round number just below. If the recent bounce is to extend
into November then key resistance would come into play at the 200 day ma at
2765, some 30 points above Wednesday’s intraday high and 54 points (2%)
above its close. The NDX index is somewhat closer to its own 200 day ma, with
Wednesday’s close at 6967, 1.4% below this measure.
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The RTY index has suffered considerably more damage, declining -10.9%
over the month. It should also be recalled that the index lost -2.54% in
September making it the only US index we track to close October down for
the year. Over the last week the index has tested support around the
February low on a number of occasions, making its low on Friday afternoon
rather than Monday. Its bounce has thus far been less impressive and
Wednesday’s close at 1511.4 leaves the index almost 6% below its mid-
October recovery, with the 200 day ma another 1% above that level. This is
a reminder that although it has been the technology bellwethers that have
garnered the most attention (justifiably given their market cap), the sell-off
has been brutal across economically sensitive sectors.

This of course makes sense given the concerns about a global economic
slowdown. Although the RTY index was supposed to give an element of
protection as a US centric index we have never seen a significant global
correction take place without its participation. Its subsequent performance
is therefore likely to be more tied to perceptions around the global
economy than most assume.
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All of the above clashes with the message from fixed income markets. Treasury
yields have remained very firm in recent weeks, with the 10 year yield at 3.14%
and the 30 year yield (which we believe is the key to the complex) at 3.39%, just
6 bp below its October high. This therefore marks the first time in the long
equity bull market that we have experienced a correction without a sharp
decline in treasury yields. The break above 3.25% by the 30 year bond therefore
still looks like a key development, and any continuation of recovery by the
equity market is likely to be accompanied by rising yields.

Equally striking is the behavior of credit markets where spreads have barely
budged. Of course firm treasury yields help keep spreads narrow but behavior
has still been orderly, and only the last portion of the equity market decline saw
a measurable widening of high yield spreads. Of course this could change if the
equity market was to suffer an even deeper correction, but the divergence
between the current experience and that of prior corrections is striking. Equity
holders seem far more concerned about the quality of earnings than credit
investors, an unusual state of affairs.

The US remains in better shape than the rest of the world, with the MSCI World
index ex-US (MXWOU) declining -8.03% in October for its 6th monthly decline
this year. Although much of the global data has been weaker than expected the

degree of deterioration remains modest compared to the reaction of equity
markets. Earnings have also held up in many cases, pulling valuations down to
multi-year lows. However, the specter of a US/China trade dispute has
undermined confidence across global markets as have concerns that the
Chinese economy itself is starting to decelerate.

Asian Financial conditions indicate genuine stress, with the Bloomberg Asia E-
Japan Index declining to -1.76, its lowest level since 2015 when it briefly reached
a “crisis” reading of -2.0. By contrast European conditions are -0.72 and the in
the US Financial Conditions remain slightly positive at 0.3 (a reflection of the
disinterest of credit markets in the correction). We would make some
allowance for the volatility of the Asian measure compared to the US and
European equivalents, but there is no doubt that Asian emerging markets have
been at the center of liquidation in recent weeks.

There is increasing evidence that the Chinese authorities are taking note, with
October’s Politburo meeting making an unusually explicit statement about the
need to take action to stimulate growth and calm financial markets. This of
course comes after authorities have taken a number of incremental steps since
the start of the summer. Quite what form these additional measures will take
remain to be seen, but if the global correction of 2010 was terminated by Ben
Bernanke’s Jackson Hole speech that ushered in QE2, and the Eurocrisis by
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Mario Draghi’s decision to cut interest rates at the very first meeting at which
he presided in late 2011 (arguably much more important than his “do whatever
it takes” promise made some 9 months later) then the key to 2018 looks to be
some combination of action and rhetoric by the Chinese authorities. If this
could encompass some sort of progress on trade with the US it would be ideal,
but addressing the need for looser monetary and fiscal conditions and offering
a coherent vision of how to deliver these strikes us as a vital first step.



S&P 500

In last week’s Speculator we referenced an area of price congestion where the index built a base during April. Our thought was that it would
offer a measure of support and as oversold as the SPX was at the time (nearly as overbought in January of this year) we expected that the
selloff would find support in that price zone.We had marked first support at 2,580 but the May lows near 2,600 held a continuation of the selloff
on Monday. The index rallied sharply on Tuesday and yesterday the index added to the gains producing a breakaway gap but by the end of the
day the Index gave up a portion of its gains but still closed up 29.11 points or +1.09% higher to settle at 2,711.74. This brought the two day gain
to +2.66%, but as pleasant as the last two sessions have been to experience they do not by themselves indicate that the worst is over and
although MACD is beginning to hook higher it remains mired in deep negative territory. If the recent bounce is to extend into November then
key resistance would come into play at the 200 day ma at 2765, some 30 points above Wednesday’s intraday high and 54 points (2%) above its
close. We now mark first support at 2,600 and continue to mark second at 2,532.
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NASDAQ 100

The price pattern of the NDX is very similar to that of the SPX but over the past two days the high tech index has bettered the gains of its larger
cap brethren and is up +3.74% (vs.+2.66% in the SPX). The NDX came closer to its 200-day ma during yesterday’s rally prior to the afternoon
fade in the equity markets. We now mark first support at Monday’s lows at 6,574.75 and second at 6,300. Even if the NDX is able to retake the
ground above first resistance at its 200-day ma (7,066.63) in an attempt to extend this week’s gains the NDX will likely find stiff resistance at
7,300 and just above there at the falling 50-day ma at 7,367.55 as of last nights close.
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Russell 2000

The RTY has participated in the broad based rally in global equities over the past two days and prior to that the small cap index put in a more
defined low (MACD reflects that stabilization). Saying that, the RTY almost gave up nearly all of yesterday’s gains by closing at 1,511.41 up
+4.78 points or +0.32% trailing both the SPX and RTY on the day after being up nearly +20 points at the highs of the day. Along with finding
absolute price support the RTY found support at a previous longer term relative low vs. the SPX (not shown here) but the relative weakness in
the RTY is long way from being reversed in a meaningful way. The small cap index closed yesterday -6.57% below its 200-day ma versus -1.40%
and -1.95% respectively in the NDX and SPX. We now mark first support at 1,460 and second at the February 9th lows at 1,436.43.
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VXO

The VXO index remained in extended territory all week briefly spiking above 30 on Monday afternoon before falling back in the rally that
ensued. By Wednesday’s close the index was back to 23.57, still comfortably in “correction” territory but no longer signaling “panic”. This
remains a highly fluid situation, and we are a long way above the 17 level that was briefly reached during the initial bounce back in mid-October.

This represents the safety zone, below which the market’s mood would be shifting back to a far less angst ridden mind-set, with a close below
20 being a step in the right direction. The danger remains that a rollover and retest by the SPX sends the VXO back above 30, and sets off a
feedback loop between lower equity prices and higher volatility.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

Support at the 950 level proved to be short lived and on the day of our last note prices fell though that level into Tuesday of this week. With the
rally in global equity markets that found its start in Asia and extended into the European and US trading session the MXEF bounced +19.32
points or 2.10% to close at 955.92 yesterday lifting the EM Index back above previous support at 950. MACD has found a measure of support at
the July lows and is beginning to hook higher but we would need to see a higher low in the oscillator to be convinced a lasting turn in
momentum has occurred and with that we would need to see prices back above 1050 for us to begin to suggest that the nine month correction
may have run its course.
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10 Year Treasury Note

It is easy to forget that the sudden plunge lower by the US equity market was preceded by a spike higher in long term yields. What makes the
current correction unique in the long bull market is the fact that long term yields have remained elevated during the market plunge. To our eyes
the break above 3.25% by the 30 year yield still marks a key turning point in the direction of interest rates and unless this breakout is erased
quite soon the likelihood is that a further breakout will take place.

At Wednesday’s close the 30 year yield stood at 3.39%, just 6 bp below the early October high, and up 20 for the month of October. The 10 year
yield pulled back further from its 3.25% peak, touching 3.05% on Monday, but moving back up to 3.14% at Wednesday’s close, up 12 bp for the
month.
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US Dollar

The rally in the DXY though our previous first resistance at the 96 level last Wednesday followed though this week after a brief back and fill and
yesterday the DXY traded through second resistance at the 97 level. The DXY has the wind at its back with continued positive price momentum
as reflected by MACD. Price have become stretched and the DXY may have to pull back and test previous resistance now marked as first
support at 96. We now mark first resistance at the 98 level which marks a 61.8% retracement of the January 2017/February 2018 selloff and
while a pause in the advance may unfold at that level there is very little historic price action that is apt to offer formidable resistance until
second resistance at 100.
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Gold

Gold is finally feeling the pressure from the stronger USD, with the metal declining to 1214.76 at Wednesday’s close. This still leaves the metal
up 1.87% for the month, one of a handful of benchmark prices that managed to gain ground, but the metal needs to hold above the $1200 level
in the days ahead or will be in danger to falling back down to its August low at $1160.
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Crude Oil

Since falling through the 200-day ma last Tuesday oil prices as measured by the front month futures contract have been capped by the longer
term moving average and over the past two days prices have quietly drifted lower but as of yet have not broken key support at the $65 level.
MACD continues to track lower in negative territory and there is nary a hint at an imminent reversal in downside price momentum.

Adding to the poor technical condition is a fundamental backdrop that spells of a continued expanding supply. Both the API and EIA reported a
US inventory builds of 5.69 mil barrels and 3.22 mil barrels respectively this week and even though the fall refinery maintenance season may be
partially responsible traders have not been ready to stand in front of the selloff. We continue to mark key first support at $65 and second at $60.
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Copper

Up until the last couple of sessions of October, copper had managed to sidestep the rout in risk assets, but after breaching support at its 50 day
ma on Monday the metal fell sharply for the rest of the session and closed Wednesday at $5992, its lowest price since September 18th. This
leaves the metal with about $200 to play with before the August low would be challenged, with key resistance twice as far away at $6400. In
the metal’s favor is the steady drawdown of inventories, which reached a 10 year low on Wednesday, but against it is the prevailing fear that the
global economy is at risk of a slowdown and the use of copper as a proxy hedge.
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